
Prologue

HUEMIN dreams for a new era to provide 
special service to our customer needs and we 
always prepared to face new challenges to 
satisfy the customers

We always serve the customers as a priority by 
providing with a pleasant and creative service. 
New generation requires new demands in 
services and 
'HUEMIN' strongly believes that we can satisfy 
all the needs for customers. 
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New Culture Innovation For Happy Life

HUEMIN Group will promise new future through preparation 
and innovation for future. 
We will try and constantly develop for abundant life of customers and future of 
growth. 
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Vision 2020
New Culture Innovation For Happy Life

Mission
HUEMIN’s mission is to be an originative culture 
missionary as an innovator providing service for 
customers to enjoy comfortable rest and healthy 
and happy life. 

HUEMIN Culture

MISSION

VISION 2020



HUEMIN Corporate culture

HUEMIN Family always gives customers joy and comfort. 

HUEMIN 
Corporate Culture
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We always become a happy laugh virus deliverer with a mind to think of loving family.
Also, we always do our best in responding to customer’s needs 

and understand even their mind.
HUEMIN is escaping from vertical and closed organizational culture. 

Also, we want to make a modifier of ‘first’ rather than strong culture to be the first rank with 
enterprising, flexible, and open thinking method others could not think. 
HUEMIN is a name that opens originative thought of corporate culture.

We will always proffer entertaining and pleasant assistance to maintain the relationship.Hospitality

We have a duty to watch over ecological, social, and cultural environmentsEnvironment

We are lifestyle virtuosos that promise to maintain 
relationships with customers.Management

We are HUEMIN who always become the first in everything.Newest

HUEMIN Family has an initiative and unbiased mind, 
and provides what is necessary for customers.Initiative

We become top professionals and assist you for your convenience.Useful System

HUEMIN Corporate culture
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Learning: A man who has essential ability by active learning and displays best 
professional ability in one’s filed and leads productivity increase and grows 
through constant learning.
 
                       
 
Initiative: A man who has infinite imagination and curiosity but thinks of feasi-
bility in a proactive and planned manner and challenges 
                                        

Global Competitive:  A man who has global competitiveness having innovative 
thinking and sense of responsibility while displaying eminent ability recognizing 
change of external environment or risk quickly although confronted with them 
                    

High Potential: A man who has abundant potential while enjoying challenging 
new place, new job and predicting uncertain future change exactly and prepar-
ing for the situation flexibly

Trustworthy: A man who thanks people around him and helps and serves 
others constantly and gives trust and belief that he is responsible for his role  

The light illuminating the world

YOU Meet
HUEMIN Family

Learning
                       

Initiative 
                                        

Global Competitive
                    

High Potential

Trustworthy
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HUEMIN creates hope for tomorrow.

CEO Message
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CEO Message

We always serve the customers as a priority by providing with a pleasant 
and creative service. New generation requires new demands in services 
and ‘HUEMIN' strongly believes that we can satisfy all the needs for custom-
ers.

HUEMIN start the business from the wedding convention, which lead to the 
first general conventional company in South Korea's department store. 
We are now extending our business range in logistics distribution sales, 
special pharmaceutical raw materials, and chemical products in sales to 
broaden our business. 

We promise to run the business in human-oriented enterprise, and satisfy 
the needs of customers to become true.

HUEMIN dreams for a new era to provide special service 
to our customer needs and we always prepared 
to face new challenges to satisfy the customers

Chairman HUEMIN 

Dongil Kim
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Hospitality For Human

Sincerity for our customers 
and satisfaction from the heart

HUEMIN is an enterprise that presents an appealing environment and class, 

creating cozy and blissful moments for consumers.

HUEMIN is leading human-centered culture of Convention, Hotel, Food Service.

We promise to keep the customers life more convenient.

( Medicines and household goods, health food, pure chemicals)

HUEMIN will dream to make a safer and healthy life, provide a safety,

and well being life.
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Energy & Health
A safe, healthy, and human life-based business
We provide you vivacity that adds onto your life, and are 
responsible for an eco-friendly 

CW Culture
An elegant cultural business that leaves unforgettable memories
We offer original reception and wedding infrastructure such as patio 9 

Food & Resort
An enjoyable and mirthful based recreational 
infrastructure business.
We serve you with comfortable and general hospitable 
service. 

PM & Purchase
A provider of highest level of trust and inspiration for 
customers.
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Energy & Health
It provides new energy in the environment full of fresh-
ness of nature and is filled with abundance. 

HUEMIN otomed adds grace of life through special and bio business having life 
force and helps with environment-friendly life by various energy additives.  
Also, we distribute various supplies close to housing life and provide customers 
with convenience.

We distribute various additives to domestic petroleum chemical companies 
through collaboration with global companies. 

Bio business

Energy business

We provide various domestic/overseas 
medicine raw materials distribution and sale service.
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We not only provide large department store and convenience store with 
consumer goods but also conduct trust operative sale service.

Distributive sale business



HUEMIN otomed, a subsidiary of HUEMIN Group, 
provides domestic leading pharmaceutical companies 
with differentiated skill power and excellent quality of 

medicine material of collaborative global company and 
helps with national health. Also, we distribute and sell all 

kinds of new health products to help with new life. 

Healthy life service

Healthy life 
Service

Medical materials
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Health medicine  Pharmaceutical 
distribution

Healthy life service

We make happy old age life for you. 
We give you abundant life by healthy human life anybody dreams. 
We make you spend precious life meaningfully by bio technology. 

HUEMIN otomed is providing domestic leading pharmaceutical 
companies with medicine raw materials. 
Based on experience of medicine logistics and distribution and 
accumulated ability, we are selling health-related products 
through various channels such as convenience store, depart-
ment store. 
Also, we are distributing and selling products of 
domestic/overseas various medicine-related companies. 
We will make domestic company up world class medicine 
through collaboration with excellent global companies and help 
with making product recognized by whole world. 
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Nature breaths green air. 
We will pave a new future by participating in developing clean energy outside Korea.

We will protect the precious nature of eco-friendly technology.

HUEMIN otomed optimize the products from global petro-
chemical company. It reduces the energy waste and contrib-
utes economical benefits. In recent years, issues such as 
environmental pollution and ecological destruction have 
pointed the importance of alternative energy will be use as a 
green energy source in domestic business. From this, we 
are going to corporate with global leading companies to 
import new products and increase national benefits. 

Energy service
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Energy service

Petroleum chemical 
Additives

Energy 
Raw materials

HUEMIN otomed, a subsidiary of HUEMIN Group, supplies global 
petrochemical company’s products to domestic leading 

petrochemical companies 
In addition, the business expanded to import new energy of future 

will address the lack of domestic energy  resources. 

Energy service

Clean Green Energy
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Consumer Goods 
Distribution 

Distribution

HUEMIN networks establishes a logistic network throughout Korea, By 
revolutionizing an advanced purchased, we commit management for 

supermarkets in department stores.
Also, our company promises to satisfy the needs of customers by 

promoting new daily supplies and broaden our market to provide better 
products to the customers. 

Consumer Goods Distribution
Department store

& Convenience store

Department store 
Management    

Consumer Goods Product

' HUEMIN Networks ' potential is the customers' potential.
We pass on a product best fit for buyers that build a more bountiful life.

A true leader wishing for a new world should be distinguished from others.

HUEMIN Networks built the total retail business system by specializ-

ing in daily supply to meet the goods of economical benefits. 

We promise to satisfy the needs of customers by promoting new 

daily supplies and broaden our market to provide better products to 

the customers. 
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Distribution
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Food & Resort
Walking one road called 'Taste' for 30 years.
The taste to which mother’s effort and warmness are added is today of specialty. 
There are comfort and relaxation with a mind of staying at home. 
HUEMIN food makes customer’s life more abundant by food service giving deli-
cious joy and theme hotel having sweet rest.  

Korean Restaurant : Repang Garden
Resort style buffet : O’marine
Casual Dining Restaurant : Bread Nine

Food Serivce

Resort  
Historical area : Baekje tourist hotel (Benikea Buyeo Hotel)
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Food service

We will be lifelong friends with only true heart and warmth. 
We produce a cuisine full of both passion and comfort.

Food service

We will be lifelong friends with only true heart and warmth. 
We produce a cuisine full of both passion and comfort.

In 1980, we opened the Repang garden for 30years by 
providing with excellent food quality, which has a unique 
garden city atmosphere with a large dining hall restaurant. 

HUEMIN Food provides with the best quality of homemade 
food, which satisfy the needs of customers and balance the 
nutrition to keep the customers health. Also, our main goal 
is to create new menu, and be friendly with the customers 
always. 
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Food service
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Resort service

We provide the rest of a new life.
The time spent with loved ones becomes more precious

New adventures and dreams grow here.
HUEMIN resort provides special comfort.

Resort service

There is a great present and past.
Children's bright smile and eye appear to be a bright future.

Enrich your mind and body in the middle of nature.

Baekje tourist hotel

We fill beauty ad levity into customers exhausted from everyday life.
Baekje Tourist Hotel provides remarkable historical view, and it 
operates with a differential service to the customers. In this environ-
ment, you can feel the diversity culture of Buyeo and rest in comfort. 
HUEMIN group will operate this resort town to satisfy the customer 
needs in future days.
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Resort service



Special place for real leader of this era dreaming of new space is needed. 
Paito9 is responsible for noble wedding, elegant reception and event 
service with convention brand of  HUEMIN City.   

CW Culture 

We make originative wedding space you cannot find in Korea and leads wedding trend. 

We make new culture reception remembered as surprising emotion. 
Patio9’s reception specialist makes and operates successful business place by scrupulous plan.
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Convention Division

Wedding Division
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Convention service

Convention service

Convention service 

for office building, 

university, training institute, 

public office,

Reception food service 

Construction and 

management for large complex 

space convention
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We provide customers respecting grace and honor with best service. 

The place best domestic/overseas spatial designers attended 

and made with advanced sound and reception producing is special.   

A true leader wishing for a new world should be distinguished from others.
Creative ideas are born from the unique experience.

We promise to be friendly with the customers always. 

Patio 9, the representative for convention. 

Patio9 convention located at Gangnam, Seoul. This place 
have 2 ballrooms, and 6 banquet halls, which room starts 
from the basement 2nd floor to 7th floor of the building. At 
Patio 9, you can see the view of Han's river, and height of 
each hall is over 6m - 10m, which you could feel the high 
quality of wedding hall. Moreover, each floor can open 
special events such as passion show, exhibition events 
and so on. 
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Convention service



Wedding
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Wedding service

HUEMIN start the Repang wedding house in 1998. This place 
holds very special wedding ceremony, which provides unforget-

table atmosphere. In the year of 2010, 
HUEMIN City opened Patio 9 wedding hall to lead the wedding 

culture in South Korea. 

Wedding service

House wedding & Hotel Style wedding

Specialist party producer

Wedding Event

There is wedding anybody dreams. 
It is a blessed day for only one couple. 

There is incomparable specialty. 
The most precious memory, romantic wedding

It completes eternal love, 
is incomparable with any place, 

and made for bride and groom who find specialty.

Patio9 has traditional in classic, yet affordable, style, and beautifully appointed 
wedding hall have provide an elegant atmosphere. 
There is entrance that only allows bride could enter the place through, 
and the place is built with European castle-style that customers can only see 
this view in Patio 9.  
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Wedding service

House Wedding, Patio9



Patio9 concept

Professional sta� having special thinking power gives happiness 
in a space having diversity and specialty. 

Patio9 decorated by domestic/overseas top spatial designers 
made a design for you who think of specialty such as various 
styles of wedding, family gathering, corporate event, fashion 
show. 

We inspect trustable best service to give you unforgettable 
memory as well as food with a mind thinking of family. 

We meticulously check cooking time and serving time as well as 
choosing each ingredient carefully with a mind to cook for my 
family. 

Sta� of Patio9 raise customer’s grace by originative sense and 
party producing while thinking that we put our soul in artistic 
work in originative complex cultural space refusing plainness. 

The party held in a time that is only once in the world and very 
happy invites you as a main character of the festival where there 
are sincere cuisine and specialty of Patio9. 
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Patio9 concept
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Patio9 concept



(Service professional), a provider of highest level of trust and inspiration for customers.

HUEMIN will try its utmost to become a partner company with outstanding management 
services to promote growth of companies, based on the right path and trust.

Property Management & Purchase Business

We are becoming a leader providing the best MRO purchase outsourcing service in 
domestic market with its tailed service for customer-oriented purchase service with 
added class.

HUEMIN provides solution for the customer's asset management and consulting, 
and marketing activities to maximize asset value of the real estate management services.
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PM(Property Management)

MRO 
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HUEMIN provides a total solution in building management that helps 

clients maximize their business performances.

To achieve goals of real estate owners, HUEMIN manages, operates 

and maintains target real estate on behalf of them and provides total real 

estate operation and management services including rental manage-

ment and financial management, hiring and facility management of 

repair and maintenance.

CUSTOMER VALUE 

Convenience
Maximization of 

asset value   

Safety  

Property Management

Property Management
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Property Management

We provide a total solution in building management 
that helps clients maximize their business performances.

To increase our clients real estate investment value, HUEMIN 
carries out a whole asset service, ranging from FM Service, 
Investment consulting & Research, lease advisory to technical 
consulting. We also leverage the experience we have gained 
by being in business for a few years and applying this experi-
ence to data control and the maintenance of equipment and 
facilities keeping properties in the best condition while also 
providing the best experience for the real estate owners and 
tenants.
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HUEMIN can maximize the purchase efficiency of a company.
We are a reliable partner for specialized services that will be special.

MRO Business

MRO Business

Subsidiary materialOffice supplies OA equipment

Purchase Business
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Purchase Business

Creates future competitive advantage of a leading company, by turning every purchase into value
We will be your trustworthy partner through differentiated purchasing services.

We are improving the purchasing competitiveness of cus-
tomers by increasing efficiency and convenience through 
professional procurement services, reducing purchasing 
costs, and providing the procurement system and stand-
ardizing items.
We are becoming a leader providing the best MRO 
purchase outsourcing service in domestic market with its 
tailed service for customer-oriented purchase service with 
added class.
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Ethical Management

We think of happy future. We want to be committed to honest 
principle for bright and healthy society. 
We practice ethical management by management and transpar-
ency for customer. 

The company responsible for economy, society, and environment is being required today. 
HUEMIN Group set ethical management as principle to develop as human-friendly global 
company and is operating ethic management system following it. 
We practice degree management to perform affair procedure, law observance, accounting 
treatment in transparent and fair way and meet economic value and social contributive 
value of sustainable management and will try to be a good company intending to make 
warm workplace. 

HUEMIN Group is creating various sympathies considering social responsibility and human 
value as best by conducting social contribution aggressively. 
Also, ethic management headquarter is organized 
in the group so we eradicate unethical behavior through ethical management practice 
and education, consultation, monitoring and promise to do our best as a member of society 
as well as manage for customers. 
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HUEMIN not only does service activities for our customers but 
also seeks out areas which need social service activities. We 
actively look for areas where we can contribute to the society 
economically, mentally and physically; and put good will into 
practice. In addition to our voluntary services for alienated neigh-
bors both home and abroad, HUEMIN is taking the lead in inter-
national relief activities.

Social Contributions

HUEMIN would like to be a neighbor-like company which shares 
its warm heart with the underprivileged.



Huemin History 

1980. 12  Repang Garden is established.

1985. 05  Awarded in Food sector in Republic of Korea

1986. 03  Designated as a Korea tourism professional restaurant

1991. 04  Extended Shin-gang

          05  Designated as Korean 100's restaurant 

1993. 11  Total foreign visitors exceed over 100,000

1999. 10  Open house wedding hall

2000. 03  Open wedding hall chapel 

          05  Changed BI into Repang Wedding house

2001. 02  Establish Mac International Corporation (Customers goods imports)

2002. 03  Establish wedding operation division

2007. 01  Establish Welmaccorea (Specialized in department store logistics distribution)

          05  Shinsege department store supermarket daily supply (begin to sell on consign-

ment basis)

2008. 02  Acquisitioned and operate Baekje Tourist Hotel 
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2008. 08  Completed Baekje Tourist Hotel renewal

2009. 11  Establish wedding convention & MunyoungINT company

          10  Operating & Selling on consignment basis daily supply at Lotte Department store 

2010. 09  Built Patio 9 Multi-culture space

          10  Opened Patio 9 wedding hall

          12  Opened resort buffet 'O’marine'

2011. 03  Establish 'Otomed' corporation

2012. 06  A company specialized in Food service named as 'HUEMIN Food'

          07  Breadnine opens

2013. 06  Establish HUEMIN Networks (Comprehensive in consumer)

          08  Establish HUEMIN corporation & Combine CI work

          08  The company name is changed from MunyoungINT to HUEMINcity Inc.    
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HUEMIN Bldg, 66-24, Nonhyeon 2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea   - HUEMIN 

Co.Ltd

TEL 02 544 4033   FAX 02 517 2332    www.huemin.com

Head Office

B1~1F, 66-24, Nonhyeon 2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea   - HUEMIN City

www.patio9.com  /  www.huemincity.com

Convention Division :  TEL 02 517 7080   FAX 02 517 2332 

Wedding Division :  TEL 02 517 7070   FAX 02 517 1642

CW (Convention & Wedding)

Huemin Network

3F, 66-26, Nonhyeon 2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea  - HUEMIN Otomed Co.Ltd

TEL 02 3448 4658   FAX 02 3448 4659  www.ottomed.co.kr 

66-22, Nonhyeon 2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea  - HUEMIN Networks Co.Ltd

TEL 02 511 7939   FAX 02 6442 3001  www.hueminnetworks.com

Energy & Health

66-22, Nonhyeon 2-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea - HUEMIN Food Co.Ltd

TEL 02 540 6245   FAX 02 518 1672  www.hueminfood.com 

433, Ssangbuk-ri, Buyeo-eup, Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do, Korea - Baekje Tourist 

Hotel 

TEL  041 835 0871   FAX 041 835 0872

Food & Resort
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HUEMIN Group will promise new future through preparation and innovation for future. 

We will try and constantly develop for abundant life of customers and future of growth. 

We will provide better life with a motto of  New culture Innovation For Happy Life. 
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New Culture Innovation
For Happy Life


